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"The Crescent,"
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circulation in the British Isles, in addition to
which thousands of copies of the Paper are
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Syria, Turkey in Asia, Russia, Morocco, Tunis,
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insertion. Special rates for periods. Accounts
are payable monthly .
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LiverpoolMoslem Institute
and Schools,

	

Hadji Haft Ahmed Sabri,
8, BROUGHAM TERRACE, WEST DERBY

	

FRUI T .D E A LE R,
ROAD.

	

OPPOSITE CONAK, SMYRNA .

BEST SMYRNA FIGS AND RAISINS.

All Moslems are eligible to membership and
to the privileges of the Institution .

The Mosque is open every day for Prayers.
Jumma Namaz every Friday .

Reading-room, Library, and Museum open
daily.

Public Lectures, which strangers are invited
to attend, every Sunday evening at 7.

Explanatory works on Islam can be had at
the Mosque.

There is also a Day School for Moslem Boys
and Girls.

Evening Classes for Oriental Languages, the
Sciences, and for Practical Instruction in

Photography.
For Particulars apply to the Son. Secy.

Official organofthe Institute,"Tnz CRSsozNT,"
published weekly. Price One Penny,

or post free, Three Half-pence.
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THE RELIGION ofTHE SWORD. Vol. 1 .
Paper covers, 2s . 6d . ; post free 2s . 8d .

STUDIES IN ISLAM. By W. H. ABDULLAN
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Post free 2s. 8d .
THE DISINTEGRATION OF CHRISTI.

ANITY. By W. 0. CUNLI7TY. Post
free lid.

A PRESET TO THE REAL LOVERS
OF JESUS CHRIST. By A SYRIAN
MOSLEM.

	

Post free lid.
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. ISLAM. By Madame VuLx
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THE CRESCENT, a weekly record of the
progress of Islam in England. Sent
post free to all countries within the postal
union, for one year, 6s . 6d.

THE ISLAMIC WORLD, a monthly journal
devoted to the interests of Islam through-
out the globe. Monthly -6d., post free
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G CompANY,
GENEVA ROAD, L1vsUooop, EJWIrNp.

Correspondence invited .

	

Full particulars on
application .

MUHAMMED'S LEHRE VON DER
OFFENBARUNG

(DOCTRINE OF THE REVELATION),
quelleumassig untersucht von Dr . OTTO PAUTZ.

J. 0. HINRICHS'SCHE BUCHHANDLUNG,
LEIPZIG, GERMANY. 8 M.

OONTENTS-
I. Chapter : Muhammed's Prophetic Consciousness

(1, First appearance of the revelation by Muhammed ;
2, The transmission of the revelation ; 3, Muhammed
and the contemporary soothsayers and

	

ts). II.
Chapter : The Nature of the Revelation

	

The idea
of the revelation ; 6, The universal destination of the
revelation ; 6, Muhammed's attitude to the earlier
revelation) .-

	

III. Chapter : The Contents of Faith intke Revelation (7, The idea of God ; 8, Relation to the
beathenism and to Christian dogmas ; 9, Eschatology),
IV. Chapter : The Bearers of the Revelation (10, The
prophets ; 11, The miracles ; 12, Earthly punishments).

GENTS WANTED for Helen Wilmans' New
Book, "A Conquest of Poverty."

	

There is
magio in its title .

	

The book sells itself .

	

Its sale is
spreading like wildfire. Agents everywhere are
reaping large returns . Most favourable terms to
agents .

	

7be sale of this book opens -the road to
splendid business opportunities . Send for terms and
designate territory wanted at once .

	

Address-
INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC ASSOCIATION.

13P. 13RSazas, FLORIDA.
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The Prevalent Notion of a Deity.

Lecture by His Honour the Sheikh-ul-Islam
of the British Isles (Abdullah Quilliam

Eifendi).

The modern Christian has somewhat curious
notions of the Deity . If you question him
npon bis views, he will tell you he builds them
upon what is contained in the Bible, but he
forgets ; perhaps does not know, that his Bible
is composed of two po rtions, one of which, the
Old Testament, is written in Hebrew, and the
other, the New Testament, written in ancient
Greek. Of both of these languages the average
Christian is hopelessly ignorant, although,
perhaps, he has a hazy notion that Hebrew is
the most ancient language in the world, and
possibly imagines that when he hears two
Jews chattering in the street that they are
speaking Hebrew, while in truth and in fact
they are only jabbering a miserable jargon
called Yiddish.

In order that a somewhat better conception
of the language in which the Old Testament
was written, and the true conception of the -
Deity which it contains, can be obtained, let
us, therefore, now consider the Hebrew language
generally, its history and its nature.
The Hebrew language is a small branch of

that stock of languages which was widely
spread over Southwestern Asia and a part of
Africa, and which it is now customary to call
the Semitic, according to Gen . x ., 21 . From
this parent stock the earliest to branch off was
the Aramaic, in the North, or in the land of
Aram ; but because the nations speaking the
Semitic in the North lived greatly mixed with
nations of other tongues, and were often sub-
jugated by foreigners, the Semitic was less
fully formed amongst them, and became ,
gradually less pure than it was in the South,
or in Arabia . Arabia, its principal home in
ancient and modem times, was the place of
its most peaceful and perfect development, and
from thence it spread as far as Africa in the
Ethiopic branch . The Hebrew language is

really only a small branch of the great stock,
and related most closely with the Phoenician,
and therefore, somewhat nearly with the
Punic, and while not so fully and perfectly
developed in all respects as the Arabia, never-
theless is much richer and finer than the
Aramaic language known to us, and has in
addition this great superiority over all related
branches, that as almost the oldest language
of the whole family (Arabic being alone ex-
cepted), which we are accurately acquainted
with, it gives us in general the clearest repre-
sentation of the original form, formative
power and flexibility of the Semitic tongue ;
although some few things have been preserved
in a fuller and fresher form in the kindred
languages .
The Hebrew, as it presents itself to us in

the Old Testament, the remains of a once very
extensive and rich literature, shows somewhat
important differences with respect to style,
locality and age . Thus the poetic language
differs from the prosaic in possessing greater
copiousness, variety and flexibility. It has,
therefore, on the one hand, more faithfully
preserved much from the past ; on the other
hand, it continually renews itself from the
exhaustless treasures of the popular dialects,
and also from the tendency to independent
self-development ; many things that appear
new in the language of the poets assimilate to
Aramaic materials, since the Hebrews after
Moses and David came far more into close
contact with Aramaic than with Arabic nations.
Many traces show that the ancient language

had different dialects, which could not very
greatly differ on account of the narrow limits
of the language ; they appear more clearly in
older compositions, and in poetry especially ;
the two songs of Deborah, Judges v., the
Book of Hosea and the Song of Songs supply
clear and instructive examples of great dif-
ferences which can be explained only by
assuming different dialects. And within the
still narrower limits of the kingdom of Judah
a provincial author, as Amos or Micah, shows
departures from the much smoother language
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and more accurate style of a Joel or an Isaiah,
who always lived in Jerusalem .

Farther, we have in the Old Testament
writings of the most different periods, some
claimed to be from Moses himself and from
his time, and, at any rate, most of them
originating in the long series of centuries
which elapsed from the time of the prophet
Modes to the times of the Persian dominion,
and even in part of the Grecian rule ; so that
on this ground alone great variety must arise .

The period when the language flourished
most is from the time of David, as exhibited
in the Book of the Psalms and the great pro-
phets (particularly the works of Isaiah and
Jeremiah) to the eighth century before the
advent of Jesus Christ. From the seventh
century before the Christian era, the Hebrew
language, together with the whole of the old
national life, declined more and more hope-
lessly ; but during the awakening of the old
national vigour of Israel, on the overthrow of
the Chaldean kingdom, about 650-630 n.o .,
the language arose again to a loftier height
and a purer style, but from that time sunk
again under the Persian and Grecian rule,
without ever recovering again from its de-
cline. And because in the times of this
decline the government of the nation was
mostly in the hands of nations speaking Ara-
maic, the language yielded so much the more
easily to the Aramaic, as it was already
naturally closely allied to this sister language,
and might therefore with the greater facility
gradually glide unobserved into it ; by the
time of the Book of Daniel it was manifestly
preferred in common life to write in Aramaic,
and the Hebrew in its older form became
more and more a purely learned language.

As to its essential nature the Semitic, and
with it the Hebrew, language consisted origi-
nally, as every language' has done, of short
monosyllabic elements or primitive roots, words
at present discernable only by careful consi-
deration and dissection, but found for the most
part also in those linguistio stocks with which
the Semitic was oonueoteO before its separation,

the Sanskrit, or so-called Indo-Germanic, in
the North and the Coptic in the South . Re-
mains of these primitive roots have been more
faithfully preserved in many so-called par-
ticles ; but the most living and important
part of the language, the verb and the noun,
has advanced far beyond this stage ; around
one main idea a number of accessory ideas and
nicer distinctions have collected in the unity
and solidity of a word capable of manifold for-
mation, and hence word building, the forma-
tion of paradigms, is the prevailing principle
of the Semitic stock .

	

In this word-building
the Semitic excels the Sanskrit languages in
possessing greater exactness and thoroughness
in many respects, as the consequent distinction
of gender both in the -pronoun of the second
person and in the third and second person
of the verb; but in general it has not attained
the degree of high perfection to which these
languages have come.

	

Its word-building has
attained ease and readiness to follow the
thought in all directions into its finest distinc-
tions ; and much that the language possessed
in its fresh, youthful days, such as, for instance,
the distinction of a reenter, it has lost again.*
Composition, which in the Sanskit languages
denotes a special and still higher stage of
development, the _Semitic has not attained to,
with the exception of a few beginnings .

	

On
the contrary, it is a principle of the Semitic
to place the words of a sentence simply side
by side in a natural order of their sense ; and
also many conceptions which more accurate
languages express by means of word-building
are indicated in this simply by important posi.
tion, or repetition of the words, and by the
force of the context .

' In the Hebrew language there are but two
genders, namely, the maeouline and the feminine .
The masculine is generally restricted to nouns, being
the proper names, or implying the offices of men ;
also to words signifying peoples, rivers . mountains
and months. Feminine nouns are all proper names
of women, as well as words designating their offices ;
the names of regions or cities, and nouns signifying
the parts and double members of the body.
distinction appears to arise from the signification,
not from the form of the word ; cities and regions
being considered perhaps as roothers land so ofothers .
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Onthe other hand, the Semitic has developed
itself in other directions far beyond the early
attainments of the Sanskrit, but in this early
effort after definite and thoroughly consequent
formations has exhausted, as it were, its
resources for new development. To this
effort belongs pre-eminently its peculiar stable
development of the roots. That is, for the
formation of the main element of language,
the verb Sad the corresponding noun,
three stable sounds are regularly demanded.
which, however, need not possess the
compactness of one syllable. These three
stable fundamental sounds constitute the root
of a word, which may not contain fewer,
and rarely contains more.

	

By means of this
thorough-going law of the triliteral, but not
necessarily monosyllabic, root the language
obtains this advantage, that thereby an un-
usually great number of roots for actual use
are produced from the fewand often very short
primitive roots, by which means the significa-
tions are continually more definitely marked
off and the want of composition is less felt.

Since the roots, further, may extend them-
selves within their fixed limit in almost any
desirable combination of sounds, regardless
whether all the sounds can be brought into one
syllable or not, the language receives thereby
a decided inclination to become polysyllabic
and rich in vowel sounds, since such arrange-
ments of sounds as kath, nafl, npal, must of
themselves fall into two syllables. Bat there
follows from this greater softness and liquidity
of the vowels within the three stable sounds,
since the language. is rarely able to combine
such different consonants under one vowel .
And consequently the word-building has,
finally, availed itself of this flexible internal
vocalisation in that it changes the vowels
as to position and character within the
roots and stems with every different
qualifying addition ; and this internal word-
building by vowel changes is a main pecu-
liarity as well as excellence of the Semitic
tongues, whereby it accomplishes much by
slander means.

	

Of root-vowels in these lan-

guages, therefore, nothing can be said (ex-
cepting certain vestiges of an older language)
save that a is everywhere the primary vowel.

These peculiarities are distinctive marks of
the Hebrew as of all the other Semitic lan-
guages, and these established peculiarities are
explained only by the primitive history of the
development of all linguistic stocks . But
within the circle of the languages related to it
the Hebrew has very much which is peculiar,
partly in reference to its entire construction,
derived from the most distant primitive time ;
partly, in reference to its final cultivated de-
velopment, obtained from more historical
times. For whilst in the Semitic tongues
generally a liking for great brevity of, expres-
sion has been acquired, this tendency has been
very peculiarly developed in the Hebrew, in
which the most rigid and exact simplicity pre.
vails along with the most beautiful copious-
ness and clearness of thought.

Professor Max Miiller in his valuable essay
on " Semitic Monotheism" says :-
The ancestors of the Semitic and the Aryan

nations had long become unintelligible to each other
in their conversations on the most ordinary topics,
when they had each in their own way began to look
for a proper name for God. Now one of the most
striking differences between the Aryan and the
Semitic forms of speech was this :--In the Semitic
languages the roots expressive of the predicates
which were to serve as the proper names of any sub-
jects remained so distinct within the body of a word
that those who used the word were unable to forget
its predicative meaning, and retained in most cases
a distinct consciousness of its appollative power. In
the Aryan languages, on the contrary, the significa-
tive element, or the root of a word, was apt to become
so completely absorbed by

,
the derivative elemente,

whether prefixes or suffixes, that most substantives
ceased almost immediately to be appellative, and
were changed into mere names or proper names.
What we mean can best be illustrated by the fact;
that the dictionaries of Semitic languages are mostly
arranged according to their roots.

	

Whenwe wish to
find the meaning of a word in Hebrew or Arabic we
first look for its root, whether triliteral or biliteral,
and then look in the dictionary for that root and its
derivatives . In the Aryan language, on the con-
trary, such an arrangement would be extremely in.
convenient . In many words it is impossible to
detect the radical element.

	

In others, after the root"
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is discovered, we find that it has not given birth to
any other derivations which would throw their con-
veying rays of light on its radical meaning. In other
oases, again, such seems to have been the boldness
of the original name-giver that we can hardly enter
the idiosyncrasy which assigned such a name to such
an object .
This peculiarity of the Semitic and Aryan languages

must have had the greatest influence on the forma-
tion of their religious phraseology. The Semitic
man would call on God in adjectives only, or in
words which always conveyed a predicative meaning.
Every one of his words was more or less predicative,
and he was therefore restricted in his choice to such
words as expressed some one or other of the abstract
qualities of the Deity . The Aryan man was less
fettered inhis choice .
The Hebrew language occupies a medium

place first in its own immediate circle, between
the Arabic and tke Aramaic, and, then as a
Semitic language in relation to other stocks,
between the most fully developed (Sanskrit)
and the less fully developed (Coptic, Turkish,
Malay and Chinese) languages. But this
must be specially remembered, that the
Hebrew, although it is a very primitive and
peculiar language, expresses in its own way all
the thought of human discourse generally
with clearness. Those who study Hebrew,
especially in relation to reading and translat-
ing the Old Testament, should, however,
always be most careful to ascertain the mean-
ing of any given phrase or word, and should
tboughtfully consider whether the primitive or
some derived signification is to be taken.
When the primitive and literal acceptation of
such word will answer the purpose, then the
work is dono, and there is no need to proceed
any further ; but when this is not the case,
then the attempt should be made to ascertain
if a derived meaning will apply. The passage
Job ii . 9, which in the English translation is
given as " Curse God and die," has given
considerable trouble to the translators. Yet
the word translated curse might be rendered
in a derived meaning as submit, and the pass-
age then could be rendered, " Submit yourself
to God and die." In another place (Gen. v. 22)
Enoch is said to have " walked with God."
This may be literal, and yet is absurd when
one considers the abstract notion the Semitic
mind had and has of the Deity, and the pass-
age could just as easily and far more logically
have been rendered " Enoch observed

	

the
laws of God."

The English Missionary? sad John
Chinaman.

To teach the heathen Chinaman
The gospel truth to know,

And lighten up his darken'd mind,
The missionaries go .

They tell him that they come from Christ
With holy mission given,

And that the gospel which they bring
Will show the way to heaven .

They tell him all his heathen creeds
Lie under oarse and ban,

And that they'll send him straight to hell
As sure as he's a man 1

They tell him that their creed alone
Can bring him joy and peace,

And if he will not that believe
His woes will never cease I

Now, John is not a fool downright,
Nor is he quite so dense,

In truth, he's a shrewd fellow, with
Full share of common sense .

Nor was he to the preacher slow
To make a smart reply,

In words ironical, aud.with
Some humour in his eye,

" Ah I that is glorious news, indeed ;
How happy you must be

In lands where tumults, strife and war
You never chance to see l

" But tell us how you manage it ;
Teach us the golden way,

That we may learn, and haste to bring
About the happy day I "

To this replied the Christian, " There
You make a grand mistake ;

The Christian nations never cease
Their wars for Jesus' sake:"

" I know, I know," the heathen said
"Bat now, since that is so,

'Tie plain you're wanted more at home
Than here-you'd better go I

" Think ye we never hear the news
Of Europe's fields afar,

How oft its nations are at strife,
How oft at wicked war.
If you would only stay at home,
Among yourselves to fight ;

But you must come to our far land,
And bring your curse and blight.
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"Throughout our land your legions fierce,
Like hungry wolves for prey,

March, devastation in their path,
Red carnage in their way.

" Go home again to your own land-
Away ; in pity go,

And let this horrid slaughter cease,
And blood no longer flow."

Then said the preacher, in reply,
"You do not understand ;

This Christian war, when done, will bring
Rich blessings to your land l

"Ourgospel's peace ; but poor his faith,
Who doubts a single minute

When Christians war on heathen, God
Has some good purpose in it 1 "

Behold, through Europe's regions wide,
What millions muster'd stand,

Like dogs all ready in the slips
To slaughter at command.

And see the deadly weapons, and
The frightful shot and shell,

And all war's dreadful engin'ry
To make of earth a hell 1

When justice is despised among
Communities of men,

Andlaw is mook'd, the world becomes
No better than a den.

Ah, words of wisdom written by
A pagan sage" of old,

Who-honour, law and justice gone-
His country'st doom foretold .

To this retorted the Chinee,
" It seems to me you're mad ;

Youmake your God at once, all good,
And as a fiend, all bad 1 "

Not mad, good John, that's not the word ;
Bay, rather, he is blind,

With thought confused, and heart corrupt,
Through a perverted mind .

Look to it, then, all who can see
That retribution's rage

Mast come, as sure as shines the sun,
Upon this lawless age 1

Gnouoa RuLs .

The Hedjaz Railway.

He voices but the sentiments
Of ev'ry Christian land,

Where war and peace, they never doubt,
Must needs go hand in hand.

Their wars, though lawless they may be,
The same is still the cry,

And Christian monarchs, each and all,
Claim God as their ally .

They come your darkness to remove,
And show the better way ;

Is there a Chinee, not a fool,
Believes a word they say?

They go forth with their motto `° peace"
Upon their flags unfurl'd,

Whilst their fierce legions carry death
And carnage through the world.

Alas, their creed of peace 1-while yet
It struggled into life,

It came instinct with elements
To fill the world with strife.

Look back upon its history
In ev'ry clime and age,

There is no record in all time
Presents a blacker page .

Alas 1 what is it better yet P

Its wicked wars go on,

And will till it is number'd with
Religions dead and gone.

LETTER FROM CONSUL-GENERAL.

To ABDULLAH QUILLIAM EFFENDI,

Cheikh-ul-Islam des Iles Britanniques

MON CHER CHEIKH,Sa Majesté Impériale
Is Sultan, notre bien-aimé Calife, daps le but

de faciliter le voyage des Musulmans se rendant
en pelerinage dans les villes saintes, a ordonné
la construction d'un chemin de for entre
Damas et la Mecque, et une commission a etc
institueé pour recueillir parmi lea Musulmans
des souscriptions destineés a faire face aux
depenses qui seront effectueés a cot effet.
Comme vous etes le chef de la Communauté

musulmane de Liverpool, j'ai cru bien faire de
vous donner avis de ce projet .

Veuillez agreer, mon cher Cheik, l'assurance
de ma consideration tres distinguée .

M. SIAIILII..
The Ottoman Consulate-General,

Sir Thomas Street, Liverpool, 15 Janvier,1901 .

Ab, yes ; a woman's changeable-
Not so, she would be tame ;

She only lives to change her mind,
Her dresses and her name.

' 13eneca.

	

tRome.
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MEDINA HOME FOR CHILDREN
(Established 1896),

4, SHEIL ROAD, LIVERPOOL.

This Institution has been established after having
given the following facts careful consideration :-

Unfortunately seduction is a frequent occurrence in
our midst, and the result is that a large number of
girls in fairly respectable positions in life give birth to
illegitimate children. Over 200 cases came before the
Liverpool Police Courts last year, in which girls sought
to obtain orders of affiliation against the putative
fathers of children to which they had given birth, and
at least ten times as many cases were probably settled
privately and never came before the courts at all .

Quite two thousand illegitimate children are born
each year in the city of Liverpool and neighbourhood
-the second city of the British Empire, the -centre of
Christendom! What becomes of-these children? In
many instances they are put out to nurse, or a small
sum of money is paid for them to be adopted . Cases
are continually leaking out showing that baby-farming
is AM being conducted on a large scale in this country .
Very often the parents of these children wouldbe only
too glad to pay a reasonable sum for their mainten-
ance, provided that a suitable place was established for
their reception wherethe children would receive proper
attention and care.
The advantages of such a Home are manifold :-
1.-It will be a check upon infanticide .
2.-It will ensure the children being well cared for

and trained under good surroundings.
3.-It will give the mothers of the children an oppor-

tunity to retrieve their character, and once more return
to the path of virtue and respectability.
With reference to this last matter it is unfortunately

the case in England that while society forgives the
man any transgressions of this nature, it remembers
for ever a woman's slip . The way for a woman to
return to virtue is made difficult, while the way for a
man to commit indiscretions of this character is facili
tated.

	

Those who so cruelly hound down the weaker
sex for the slightest deviation from the strictest mor-
ality app ear to have entirely forgotten the teaching of
Christ upon the subject .

	

When an unfortunate erring
woman was brought before him, he wrote on the sand
-" Let him who is without sin among you cast the
first stone," and one by one her accusers, conscience-
stricken, stole away, until none but Jesus of Nazareth
and the woman were left, and then he turned to her
and kindly said-" Neither do I condemn you.

	

Go
in peace and sin no more."

Critics may think such an institution as this will
make it easy for wrongdoers to get rid o£ the fruits of
their folly . Such is not the intention of the pro-
moters, and proper precautions will be taken to
prevent as far as possible such being the case,
Enquiries will be made into each case before the
child is admitted into the Home, and a second child
will not be taken from the same mother.
We earnestly hope you will co-operate with us in

this work of charity . We are anxious " to do some
little good," and try if we cannot succeed in making
one life even more bright--more good . That is ouf aim .
The result we feel content to leave in the Almighty's
hands, knowing that in the great Hereafter it will be
shown our labours for Him were not in vain.

Gifts of Cast-off Clothing will be always gratefully
accepted .

	

.

A Ladies' Sewing Committee meets every week.
Will you kindly allow your name to be placed on

our Subscription List ?
Believe us to be faithfully yours,
Presiden"aMss ABDULLAH QUxr.LIAY .
Hon. Secretary-Mr. F . A. FEINT.

Treasurer-Mn . HANNAH QoiLT TA~t .

Committee-'Mrs . Winter, Mrs. Sutherland, Miss
Annie Burrows, Miss Shone, Miss Khadijah Quilliam
and Miss Hanifa Quilliam, Messrs. J . Rankin, T. l..
Lawrenson, C. A. Felton, J . B. Jeffery and Pro. H.
Nasrallsh Warren, with power to add to their
number .
Auditors-Messrs.Geo.Watson and Billal Wilkinson .

Friends who send us newspapers would considerably
enhance the favour by marking the particular
passages to which they desire to call our attention.

A MUSSULUAN at present resident in England
is desirous of opening up correspondence with

a view to business relations with Massulmans in
India or China dealing in Tea or Spices .

	

Corres-
pondenoe invited in either English or Arabic.-
Address, in first instance, ABU-BEKR, c/o, Crescent
Newspaper, 6, MANCHEStER StUB=, LivsWOOL.

Answers to Oorrospondentse

Will the following subscribers please remit their
subscriptions (now in arrear) per return post :-
Dr. H. A. Lakhani (Murud) .

October 6, 1900 .
Wajidally (British Guiana) .
Moulvie Syed Nasrat Ali Sahib (Delhi) .
Abdool-Aziz (Trinidad) .
N . Chain (St, Louis, Senegal) .
Imdad All (Narangunj) .
Shaikh Maniuddeen (Balassue) .

. Shaikh Barhardon Ali (Trinidad) .
S . A . Rahameeu (Anuradhapar) .
Mirza Aga Isphani (Constantinople) .

23rd January, 1901 .

Rupture .-The College Truss has been unani-
mously declared by the Medical Profession and
Press to be the most efficient article yet put upon
the maxket for the relief of Rupture . Letters of
thanks are being received daily from grateful patients
who have derived the greatest benefit since wearing
the College Truss.

	

The College Truss, being made
of soft pliable material, is easy and comfortable to
the wearer, gWug with every movement of the body.
The pressure is entirely produced by a self-regulating
contrivance.

	

Satisfaction is guaranteed ; if not ap-
proved money returned.

	

Price list and partioulara
post free.-Manager, College Truss Co., 342, Fulham
Road (opposite St . Mark's College), South BonBing-
ton, London, S.W.


